Recommending updates to Electric Line Extension Policy and Utility Service Regulations for:
• Cryptocurrency, High Density Loads and associated Fees and Charges
• Other revisions to improve processes

Next Steps

No Action Today
ELECTRIC LINE EXTENSION POLICY

Revisions support application processing for HDL & Cryptocurrency loads

- Separate pre-design & engineering stages
- Additional load data disclosures
- Property-owner permission required

Revisions aligning policy with practices recommended by Customer Service

- Increase flexibility for line extension Estimate payments
- Cancel incomplete application after 30 days
- Clarify applicant roles/responsibilities
- Better define when various fees are due
Utility Service Regulations

• Remove references to Rate 35 and replace language with load types: Cryptocurrency & High Density Loads in the following sections:
  • Changes in Electric Load
  • Combined Residential and Commercial Service
• Revise backflow assembly tester qualification requirements
Next steps

Return with resolution seeking approval of regulation and policy revisions